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MY TERRORIST
film synopsis
Fahad Mihyi, a member of the Popular Front for the Liberation of Palestine and Yulie
Cohen, a sixth-generation Israeli, first encountered one another in August 1978, when
Mihyi pointed a machine gun at the El Al flight attendant in a terrorist attack.
Twenty-three years later, in an effort to help break the cycle of violence, Yulie
considers writing a letter in support of Mihyi's parole, thus thrusting herself into
the turbulent world of Middle East politics. Growing up in an upper middle-class
neighborhood in Israel, she served in the military and was a proud citizen of her
country. After working as a photojournalist and visiting the occupied territories
along the Gaza Strip, Gerstel came to realize that both Israelis and Palestinians
played a role in perpetuating the cycle of hostility and bloodshed. It became her goal
to stand up as a survivor and call for reconciliation on each side. Winner of a
Special Jury Prize at the Jerusalem International Film Festival, and nominated for the
Silver Wolf award at the Amsterdam International Documentary Film Festival, My
Terrorist asks hard questions about the meaning of forgiveness and hate, the
inevitability of violence and, just possibly, about the chance of reconciliation
between Palestinians and Israelis.
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MY TERRORIST
festivals and prizes
Jerusalem Film Festival — Special Jury Prize
Amsterdam International Documentary Film Festival — Silver Wolf Nomination
Human Rights Watch Film Festival
San Francisco International Film Festival
One World International Human Rights Documentary Film Festival
Encounters South African International Documentary Festival
DC International Film Festival
LA Amnesty International Film Festival
Seattle, Toronto, Montreal, and Vancouver Jewish Film Festivals
Seoul Human Rights Watch Film Festival
Jeonju International Film Festival
Denmark National Film Festival

Israel, 2002, color, video, 58 minutes
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MY TERRORIST
biography
Yulie Cohen Gerstel was born and lives in
Tel Aviv. Before starting to work in films,
she studied sociology and anthropology at
Tel Aviv University (BA) and received an MA
with distinction in Communication Art from
NYIT.
During the 80’s, Gerstel was working
in films in New York and LA.
In 1993 she
became an independent filmmaker, directing
Hemdat Yanim (1995) and Golden Cage (1999).
During 2000 – 2001 she co-produced with
Michal Aviad, Ramleh (doc.60 min) and For My
Children (doc.60 min). My Terrorist is
Gerstel’s first long (60 min) documentary as
a director/producer. Gerstel is the Head of
the Forum of Israeli Documentary Filmmakers.

what people are saying
“Yulie Cohen Gerstel’s film is a mixture of things: an autobiographical video-diary,
a reach back into her own past and a compelling, tragic vision of what it means to
be an Israeli these days.”
– Nick Fraser, BBC Storyville
“Absorbing…raises all kind of thorny questions about terrorism and forgiveness.”
– Seattle Weekly
“…bracingly honest…her incredible courage is an example to us all…”
– Noah Cowan, indieWire
“A personal journey of discovery, a provocative consideration of the consequences of
terrorism.”
– Montreal Jewish Film Festival
“A moving and personal account of one woman’s struggle to step outside the cycle of
retribution, to understand, to forgive, and to make peace.”
– One World International Human Rights Documentary Film Festival

“…a riveting, thought-provoking, heart wrenching experience.”
– Derich Mantonela, SGN.org
“It’s an act of reconciliation, which is also politically very unpopular in Israel
at this violent and volatile time. We applaud her courage for inviting us on her
journey as she wrestled with and eventually overcame her own doubts.”
– Amsterdam International Documentary Film Festival, Silver Wolf Competition Jury

MY TERRORIST
director’s statement
When I first saw Fahad Mihyi in August 1978 he looked suspicious to me. I was part of
an Israeli El Al airline crew arriving at a central London. After a few minutes, Fahad
Mihyi pointed a machine gun towards us and started to shoot. Fahad Mihyi and his
partner killed one stewardess and wounded 3 of us.
The Popular Front for the
Liberation of Palestine took responsibility for the attack. A year later I was a
witness in Mihyi's trial in London. He received 4 concurrent life sentences.
22 years later, I started to wonder about "my" terrorist. I wanted to come to grips
with the man who had tried to kill me and to understand his motives. I wanted
reconciliation. The year was 2000 and I was convinced that, like many other
Palestinian political prisoners in Israel, he may have been released as part of the
Oslo accords. Unexpectedly I found Fahad Mihyi in English prison, lonely and deserted.
Both his family and the PFLP had disowned him. After corresponding with Fahad I
visited him in prison. He expressed deep remorse, said that he had turned away from
political violence and was now pro-peace. I decided I wanted to help get him released.
When I had first started to look for Fahad the peace process between Israel and the
Palestinians seemed to be very real. But when the 2nd Intifada broke out in October
2000 the peace process was shattered. Palestinian suicide bombings and the killings of
Palestinians by Israelis became a frightening and painful part of our everyday reality
again. Fear and hatred started spreading all over, taking control of the old-new
Israeli consensus.
David and Goliath: small Israel needs to fight for its life
against the rest of the big cruel Arab world.
The mainstream stopped supporting
these acts of reconciliation and I was accused of being a traitor. My belief in
reconciliation, which was a real opportunity in September 2000, became in a mere four
weeks a subversive act.
My Terrorist begins with my childhood in Tzahala - the neighborhood of Ariel Sharon,
Moshe Dayan, Itzak Rabin and many more generals from the ‘60’s & ‘70’s.
This is
followed by my Israeli Airforce service as a captain during Antebe Operation (’76)
which leads to my revelations about the Palestinian tragedy in the inexorable
occupation that my country has continued since 1967. Yet, the stories soon give an
opportunity to look at the Middle East with the realization that as long as Israel is
in the role of the victim in this continuously tragedy, nothing is going to change.
This film is my elegy to my lost beloved righteous homeland.
My Terrorist is my cinematic journey to convince those around me and myself that it is
time to forgive; the Israeli occupation over 35 years plays a major factor in the fact
that the Palestinian terrorism still goes on, and reconciliation is better than
revenge. The film therefore follows my corresponding with Fahad Mihyi, my visit in
prison and my bewildered emotions when trying to help in obtaining his release
interwoven with my personal background. In this current climate are my hopes for
reconciliation and a peaceful future for my daughters too much to ask?
I hope you will enjoy watching My Terrorist and that I will be able to convey to you a
reconciliation message that will open your heart.
Yulie Cohen Gerstel,
May 2003

MY TERRORIST
interview with the filmmaker
BBC

Tuesday 30 October 2002
Yulie Cohen Gerstel discusses Israeli reactions in her attempts to free a terrorist
and how her daughters have dealt with these efforts.
BBC Four: Why at this point in your life did you want to meet the man who shot you?
Yulie Cohen Gerstel: In 1993 the peace process really seemed encouraging. I started to
think about this guy whom I met in 1978 and then again in court in 1979. I thought to
myself if their leader can shake hands with my leader then why shouldn't I shake his
hand and reconcile? I started to look for him in the Palestinian Territory and
couldn't find him. I was sure he was somewhere here because, as I say in the film, I
knew that the Iraqi terrorist who shot Argov, our ambassador, in London in 1982 had
been released for years so I was sure that Fahad was also out. Surprisingly I didn't
find him here so I met a British producer in Israel and asked him to help me perhaps
find him in Britain - and he did.
BBC Four: The film's been shown on Israeli television. What's the reaction been there?
Y C G: The reactions were mixed. People are calling this a controversial film - some
love it, some hate it. Nobody is indifferent.
BBC Four: Were you expecting that?
Y G C: Yes and no. In a way I was a bit surprised by the negative comments. But I
realized that when people didn't agree politically with what I was doing they could
not see how personally important my journey was. I guess because of the terrorism
that's still with us here every day it is impossible for people to feel any
compassion.
BBC Four: Do you feel any optimism at the moment?
Y G C: I'm very pessimistic. Very pessimistic. I've just started my next movie which
will be My Colonist and deals with Settlements. For 35 years every Israeli government
has encouraged settlement in the West Bank. Almost 400,000 Jewish people are living
there. It is so huge. You wonder whether Israel ever wanted to have a Palestinian
state over there.
BBC Four: How have your daughters dealt with your efforts to free Fahad?
Y G C: There were times when my eldest daughter said she didn't think it was a good
time to help him. When I finished it last July I wasn't sure if I wanted to release it
yet so I had a conversation with them. They told me if I'd made all this effort and
come all this way then I should put it out. I told them they might pay a price. We had
one phone call after the broadcast on Israeli television from a math teacher I'd met
before the film came out and whom I had asked to give my daughters private tutoring.
She called me and said, "Mrs Gerstel..." - before that I'd always been Yulie to her "I can't teach your daughters. Something came up." This is one of the things that
personally affected us.
BBC Four: Are you aware of what Fahad's situation is now?
Y C G: On purpose no. He didn't want to be exposed in the film and I cooperated with
this. I didn't want to know what was going on with him so when people ask me I really
don't know.
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by Roger Catlin

Searching For Personal Peace In World Torn By Terrorism
When a terrorist opened fire on a London bus full of El Al flight attendants in 1978, killing one, Yulie Cohen-Gerstel
was one of three wounded and testified against the assailant. Fahad Mihyi was sentenced to four concurrent life
sentences.
More than 20 years later, the Israeli-born Cohen-Gerstel, who literally grew up in the military neighborhood where
Ariel Sharon and Yitzhak Rabin lived, assumed Mihyi had been one of the many political prisoners released during
the Oslo peace accords. But she checked and found out he was still imprisoned in London and had lost all contact
with family or any organization.
Long troubled by the seemingly endless conflict between Israelis and Palestinians, she wondered whether
reconciliation was ever possible and whether she could ever give up her hatred. She became a controversial figure in
Israel by deciding to forgive Mihyi. She appeared on talk shows, was bitterly rebuked at rallies and went to visit the
prisoner in London. She was on h er way to writing a letter recommending his parole when the terrorist attacks of
Sept. 11, 2001, occurred, shattering her beliefs and rekindling her hatred.
Can peace ever come to the Middle East? Cohen-Gerstel wonders even as she tries to keep her teenage daughter
indoors and off of buses that may be a target of the next suicide bombers. Her grand gesture of reconciliation and her
second thoughts make for an unusually compelling first-person documentary, "My Terrorist" (Sundance, 9 p.m.), that
poses questions for every thinking world citizen.

